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5 Must See Art Exhibits for Travelers in 2019




People sometimes travel for the sake of
humanities. Their appreciation for art is so deep that they happen to be awed
by even a modern local artist.




Art exhibitions can be in the form of an
event or a festival depending on what is to be seen. It does not only mean
sculptures and paintings, it also is performances.




Art exhibitions are not exclusively for the
rich and sophisticated. They can also be of pop culture upon which, travelers
can simply appreciate the beauty of a masterpiece.




A work of art does not necessarily have to
be done during a renaissance period or a contemporary artist. All that matters
is a creative mind opens its ideas for exhibition.




With that said, here are 6 must visit
exhibitions for travelers in 2018:




1.      Harry Potter: A History of Magic




Where: The New York Historical Society in New York City




When: October 5, 2018 – January 27, 2019 (NYC)




This year marks the 20th anniversary of the publication of
Harry Potter. One of the most successful fiction series of all time comes to
the life in the form of an art exhibit. 




The gallery contains a mix of artworks and inspirations from the book
itself such as the recipe for the Philosopher’s Stone, as well as the tombstone
of the real-life Nicolas Flamel. Some of the works come from the actual
collection of the book’s author J.K. Rowling.




The exhibit started in London’s British Library last October 2017 and
ran throughout February of this year. The exhibit now takes its success
stateside at the New York Historical Society this coming October 2018.




2.      33rd Bienal de São Paulo




Where: São Paulo, Brazil




When: September 7, 2018 – December 9, 2018




The São Paulo Art Biennial is the second oldest art biennial in the
world, with the Venice Biennial being the first. It was founded in 1951 and has
been held every two years since its inception.




It is considered one of the most important exhibitions in South America
which is why it is always looked forward to. Travelers are welcomed with open arms
as the Biennial’s purpose is to bring their homegrown art closer to foreign
guests.




What makes it a must visit in 2018 is the fact that you will have to
wait another two years if you miss an opportunity. 




3.      Bruegel




Where: Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, Austria




When: October 2, 2018 – January 13, 2019




Many people come to Vienna to enjoy its famous cultural traditions.
Austria’s imperial capital has managed to blend their tradition with modernity.




In commemoration the 450th death anniversary of Dutch artist
Peter Bruegel the Elder, the Kunsthistorisches Museum will be collaborating
with other museums, as well as art collectors to feature 12 out of the 40 of
Bruegel’s remaining paintings that survived.




Most of Bruegel’s works were inspired by events that happened in the
bible. His most notable works to be featured at the Kunsthistorisches are the
Tower of Babel, the Conversion of Paul, and the Procession to Calvary.




4.      The New Berlin, 1912 – 1932




Where: Musées royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique in Brussels, Belgium




When: October 5, 2018 – January 27 – 2019




Relive the city of Berlin during pre and post-World War as the Royal
Museums of Fine Arts in Brussels exhibits early 20th century Berlin
as interpreted by artists such as Otto Dix, Raoul Hausman, and Kazimir Malevich
to name a few. 




The exhibit features different forms of art such as film, photography,
paintings, and sculptures as they interpret the crisis and the changes in
society during the era of the first World War.




5.     
Frida Kahlo




Where: Hungarian
National Gallery in Budapest Hungary




When: July 6, 2018
– November 4, 2018




The Hungarian
National Gallery has collaborated with the Museo Dolores Olmedo in Mexico City
in order to bring to Europe the works of the great Frida Kahlo.




More than 30
artworks of the Mexican Artist will be featured including her signature self
protraits, as well as her paintings, drawings, and photographs. 




Among all of
Kahlo’s works on loan to the museum, one of the best in show is the “The Broken
Column” which features Kahlo’s torso split to reveal a crumbling column.




6.     
By the Sea




Where: Gemeente Museum, The Hague




When: July 14, 2018 – November 18, 2018




Amsterdam has always been the go-to for people who plan to take a trip
to the Netherlands however, there is also a good exhibition in the capital of
its south.




The Gemeente Museum in The Hague brings “By the Sea”, which unlike the
usual landscape paintings, feature a lot of breeze and blue. It was in the
early 20th century that Zeeland attracted a number of artists who
drew inspiration from its coast.




Popular works of Dutch painters such as Piet Mondriaan, Jan Toorop, and Jacoba van Heemsckereck, to name a few are featured at the museum until November.








A big shout out to our local drywall contractor near me for help with this post.  If you need commercial drywall in Edmonton, Alberta, then Oiltown Drywall is the best choice to call.
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5 Tips on how to travel with your
pets




Having a pet may look
cute and fun from the outside but if you are a pet owner yourself, you know the
burden of having one.




Just like children,
pets have certain needs that have to be addressed in order for them to live.
From regular grooming to proper feeding.




Taking care of pets is
a tedious task as their level of understanding is not as comprehensive as a
human being.




It is already a cliché
that dogs are a man’s best friend. It is hard to argue though as their loyalty
to their master is unwarranted.




The same could be said
for other pets provided they receive proper training like we afford to dogs.




A pet must be a part
of the family the entire step of the way, even in your travels. Leaving them
alone at home can possibly cause harm.




Now is the time to
strengthen your bond with your pet with these 5 tips on how to travel with your
pets.




1.     
Travel research




Your travel
research shouldn’t be limited to just what to do and eat at a certain spot. 




You need to start
researching for the nearest pet shop, or animal hospital in your destination as
well.




Also see to it
that the place you will be staying is suitable or permits pets to be brought
into their premises.




Also do some
pre-travel consultation with a vet regarding safety measures. 




2.     
Coaching nature




Just like every
living and moving thing, pets also have nature calls to answer to. You should
see to it that you coach them for poop and pee at least the night before your
travel.




You can easily
make a stopover if you are on the road but what if you are up in the air
travelling by plane? It is best to pre-condition their bowels before going
elsewhere




3.     
Be on schedule




Pre-conditioning
is recommended when traveling by plane but it is not as necessary when you are
traveling by road.




Being on schedule
is the key. You should allot a time interval of at least every 3 to 4 hours to
stop over and take a scheduled break.




Not only will
your pets thank you but it also means more quality time. This also gives them room
to squeeze in some exercise as they move freely after a long time sitting in
your vehicle. 




4.     
Tire them out




Pets can be
pretty enthusiastic or restless shall they sense that they are going to
somewhere new.




Tiring them out
may be pretty tiring for us as well but if you want to have a smoother trip, it
is best to spend that extra energy.




Invest some of
your personal energy into spending more time with your pet at least a day before
your trip. Also try to squeeze in some play time hours on scheduled breaks.




5.     
Seek familiarity for help




If there is one
unique skill that all pets have, it’s their sense of familiarity to their
master and those closely related.




This is why
hiring sitter services is a bad idea if you are a pet enthusiast. It is better
to hire someone who will be willing to do errands for you on the road, someone
who your pet is very familiar with.




Pet sitting services should only be a last resort when all options have been excised. 








We would like to thank the best Microblading in New York City for helping with this post.  If you are looking for an incredible microblading near me, the I-brauhaus-NYC is an excellent choice.
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8 Stunning Hotel Pools in the World




Swimming
is pretty much a given if you are going on a vacation. Whether it’s a beach, a
river, or a lake, vacationers would always pack extra clothes for wetting.




Some
would pick a hotel to stay in based on its pool facilities. These stunning
hotel pools just seem to lure tourists through its pictures in brochures.




Here
are eight stunning hotel pools in the world:




1.     
Marina Bay Sands – Singapore




If you
are staying in the most expensive hotel ever built, you should expect that it
has the best facilities including its swimming pool.




The
Marina Bay Sands hotel in Singapore has three towers, three 55-storey towers.
Its swimming pool is at the top most floor and gives you a view of the entire
city. 




The
infinity-edged pool stretches 150m and is surrounded by exclusive restaurants
and lush gardens.




On top
of that, the hotel has thousands of luxury rooms and suites to choose from.




 




2.     
The Oberoi Udaivilas – Udaipur, India




Udaipur
is full of majestic palaces which is why pools are made to be fit for royals in
this part of India.




The
Oberoi Udaivilas was conceived as a traditional Indian palace but now
serves as a hotel fit for regals. It showcases the rich heritage of Rajasthan
during the royal era.




The
hotel has two luxurious looking pools. Once faces its rambling courtyard while
the other one faces the lake.




Both
pools are fit for defining the word “chill.”




3.     
Amangiri Resorts – Utah, USA




Talk
about excellent architecture and engineering, there is a swimming pool in Utah
that is just breathtaking. The Amangiri resorts has a pool erected in the
middle of the mesa rock formations of the southwest.




It
overlooks a beautiful desert view in USA’s Grand Circle region. It may not be
as luxurious-looking as five-star hotel pools but its seamless blend with its
natural surroundings is what will make you want to go there. 




4.     
Amankila – Bali, Indonesia




Bali is
a paradise with its seemingly untouched nature and clear beaches. Amankila
however has a swimming pool that will make you feel like you do not have to go
to the beach.




The
pool area has great views of Balinese nature all around. Nine of its 33 suites
have its own private pool but the best one is the hotel’s infinity pool.




Its
infinity pool cascades three tiers down the hillside like the rice paddies in
Bali.




5.     
Grace Santorini – Santorini,
Greece




If
there is a place where swimming pools automatically look good, it might be
Santorini. The island is filled with white buildings which blend well with the
sea.




Grace
Santorini has a good vantage point as it sits on the higher part of the island.
Its swimming pool might be the best in Santorini as well.




The hotel’s
infinity pool offers stunning uninterrupted views of the horizon. People who
love watching sunsets will definitely love going there.




6.     
Four Seasons Resort Hualalai –
Big Island, Hawaii




The stereotype for
Hawaii is pineapples and beaches. The Four Seasons Resort in Hualalai offers a
lot more than just a swimming pool.




It has a pond where
you can swim and snorkel. The pond is man-made and is filled with saltwater. It
houses more than 4,000 tropical fish and a few eagle rays.




As for its swimming
pools, there are five of them to choose from. The hotel has a lap pool, an
adults-only Palm Grove Pool and the family-oriented Sea Shell Pool.




7.     
Zoetry Agua – Punta Cana,
Dominican Republic




Spring breakers
will want to go to Punta Cana if they are looking for some poolside fun. The
Zoetry Agua has a unique swimming pool as a river runs through it.




This makes its pool
waters very refreshing to swim in. The area is lined with palm trees that makes
it feel like the Caribbean experience despite just being by the pool.




The pool is also
close to the beach which might give you dilemmas on where to swim.




8.     
Hilton Rose Hall Resort &
Spa – Jamaica




Jamaica is one of
the most underrated destinations for vacation. It may not get the same
attention as its Caribbean neighbors, but it has beaches and resorts that are
just as good.




Hilton has reached
Jamaica as well with the Hilton Rose Hall Resort & Spa. Aside from its
luxury family-friendly accommodations, it has a swimming facility like no
other.




The hotel is home
to the Sugar Mills Falls Water Park. It is the largest one Jamaica and the
second largest in the Caribbean.




The pool features a
lot of exciting and thrilling features such as a 280-foot water slide, a lazy
river, and several waterfalls.




Even adults have
reason to enjoy as the water park has a swim-up bar where you can order
cocktails whilst poolside.




The regular pools in the water park are no slouch as well in terms of design.








This post was made possible from our sponsors at Microblading Seattle.  If you are needing Seattle 3D brows then Microblading Seattle is the place for you.
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